
about analogous

unlock the potential of your team, your brand, 
and digital experiences through inclusive design 
and the power of connected thinking.
 

Inclusive Design is not just about products. It’s the way forward 
in this new world where a brand is no longer a product but an inclusive 
ecosystem that encompasses customer experience, marketing, 
partners, channels, suppliers and your team.  

Immersive and inclusive workshop experiences facilitated by our 
team of design thinking practitioners will enable your team to 
connect and solve problems faster through hands-on activities that 
contributes to the business and at the same time gives the team 
a sense of ownership and pride.



strategy & visioning ActionLab

Executive teams bring us into their offsites to help them reframe, 
strategize, and reimagine the future of their brand, products, 
and organization. Leaders leave feeling inspired and connected 
with actionable game plans and roadmaps.

 Make space for differing opinions and tough conversations

   Find consensus and create alignment behind vision and strategy

   Set smarter goals and ignite collective productivity 

Time Frame:  2 Days

synergy & HCD upskilling ActionLab

These ActionLabs bring large teams together for a (half )-day of 
hands-on exercises that foster connection and synergy while learning 
to use human-centered design thinking (HCD) techniques at work.

 Great for teams of 25 up to 250 people

 Gets everyone connected through hands-on exercises that feel real and relevant

   Hosted online or in-person

Time Frame:  Half-Day / 1-Day

get unstuck ActionLab  
We use these to help leaders and managers with stagnated 
teams detangle their situation and arrive at tangible and tactical 
steps to get themselves unstuck.

 Open and safe space to share frustrations, dreams, and vulnerability

 Inclusive decision-making where everyone feels like they belong at the table

 Turn otherwise stale energy into optimism and action 

Time Frame:  Half-Day / 1-Day 

All Actionlabs can be held as team off-sites, on premises or online.

meet our actionlabs



Our work lives through our clients:

Assembly  / Aira  / Interamerican Develompment Bank  / State of New York  / 

City of New York  / TapJoy  / Global Inclusion Forum  / Inclusion by Design Conference  /

Meytier  / Share My Meal  / Healthworx  / 98point6  / C-Me

Our work and team has been featured in:

Contact us about bespoke events or workshops
hello@studioanalogous.com
917.669.9331

Studio Analogous is both a woman and minority-owned business. 

studioanalogous.com


